Vistorian Labs Consent Form
The Vistorian is a research prototype to build better visualizations for multivariate networks.
VistorianLabs gives you access to novel features we are currently testing and to be a more of help
with the Vistorian through our team.
To inform our research and improve The Vistorian, it is essential that we understand how people use
visualizations and interactive features in The Vistorian. In our project, we gather anonymous
interaction data to understand how users use The Vistorian and its interactive features. At no point
will any private and identifiable information or data be forwarded to our side.
By using The Vistorian, you consent to the terms and conditions below and enable anonymous
logging of your interactions for our research purposes as detailed below.
WHAT DOES THE VISTORIAN OFFER
-

Upload, edit and create multivariate networks based on: node and/or link tables; in addition to
temporal and geographical data.
Visualize your data in using: Node-Link, Matrix, Dynamicego, and Map visualizations.
Multiple views of your network at the same time.
Interactive features to play with in order to explore your network.

WHAT DOES VISTORIANLABS OFFER
-

Create bookmarks that capture your current state of analysis.
Add comments to bookmarks.
Return to any bookmark any time you want.
Get in touch with us easily to help you with The Vistorian.
You can contact us by email to book a consultation with our visualization experts to help you
with The Vistorian.

You can find more information about bookmarks and VistorianLabs features here: wiki.
WHAT ARE WE LOGGING
We will anonymously log how you use specific features in The Vistorian, such as:
-

Which visualizations you use
Which visualization features you use (e.g., search, filter, pan, zoom, etc.)
How long you stay on each visualization
How often you visit The Vistorian.

For a comprehensive list of each logged event see our wiki.

Each logged event will store:
- Time and date of the event,
- Type of event (hover a node, move the time slider, visit matrix visualization, etc.),
- An anonymous ID (found in the URL: e.g., session=1591290293452). This ID is a random
generated number, independent from your IP or other specific user data. You can delete and
reset that ID by refreshing your browser cache. The ID is stored in your browser, not in any
cookie.
The anonymous logged events will be saved on a secure server which is accessible only by the
Vistorian team. They help us to understand which features in Vistorian are most used, which ones are
not used, and help us to improve these features as well as our instructions and tutorials.
WHAT ARE WE *NOT* LOGGING
We do not log any data beyond the above stated. For example:
- We do not log the data you visualize in the Vistorian
- We do not log the position of your mouse on screen
- We do not screencast your screen or take screenshots.
- We do not access your camera, keyboard or any other device.
- We do not log any other open tabs or windows in your browser or computer
- We do not store or install any software, cookies, or other files or programs on your computer.
The Vistorian runs entirely in your browser.
SUMMARY
The Vistorian offers you:
● The ability to bookmark your visualizations and write your own work notes by activating
VistorianLabs.
● The ability to contact us by email to book a consultation with our visualization experts to help
you with The Vistorian.
● The opportunity to support our research by the anonymous logging of users’ interactions with
The Vistorian for improvement purposes.
If you wish your data to be removed from the server please email vistorian@inria.fr. Please include
the session ID of your last Vistorian session. This can be found in the email template generated by
clicking Email Us/Report a Technical Bug button(s).
Thank you for participating in our research.
For more information about our research and publications visit our wiki and you can learn more about
Vistorian here. To send questions, feedback or suggestions for improvement email us at:
vistorian@inria.fr
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